Newsletter

– Special Edition

Autumn 2011
A good day to you all,
As stated in the last newsletter - the one issued just before we broke up for
Summer (which seems so long ago now….) – here is the special edition newsletter to
remind / inform you about the excursion we organise in October to see the
International Dance Championships at the Royal Albert Hall.
However, before I go into that there is a couple of things I would like to mention
about the 7.30pm slot for the next ten weeks. We are starting the Beginners Level
2 class which will be running in the rear hall. Carolyn will, in the main, cover the
Improvers Class in the main hall whilst I facilitate the new class. We will however
alternate at various times when necessary. The Beginners level 2 class will focus on
Samba, Paso Doble, Foxtrot as well as updating your repertoire of steps in the
other main dances. As I have already said I do not know yet how this is going to
pan out but would ask that you be patient as we feel our way through it.
I would also like to thank those of you that came to the last social evening at
Beckenham and for making it a really fun atmosphere. As ever the success of these
evenings are always as a result of what we collectively put into them. It was also
nice to see some faces that we have not seen in a while too.
Date for your Diary:
The next ‘Social Dance’ at Beckenham Public Halls is 28 October 2011.
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International Championships Albert Hall
Thursday 13 October 2011

For those of you new to the classes, this is one of the major competitions in the
professional ballroom dancer’s calendar. Over the last few years I have purchased
a number of 2nd tier boxes (5 people to a box) from which, those attending, have
had the opportunity to see the world’s best dancers compete for that year’s titles.
Just like last year we have arranged transport home by way of a Routemaster bus,
which will be ready and waiting to ‘whisk’ us back to Croydon, Shirley and
Beckenham areas when the competition is finished.

Ticket prices are as follows:
Single seat is £31
Box (seats 5) £155

If you are interested in joining us please leave your name with Mum (Margaret) or
email me as soon as you can please.
Best Regards
Paul and Team
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